A new kind of damper, Tuned Liquid Damper (TLD) relying on motion of shallow liquid in a rigid cylinder, is experimentally studied. Prototype-sized circular containers with diameters 40 cm and 60 cm and partially filled with water, are attached to a single-degreeof-freedom structural model with natural period of 2 sec. The damper effect is measured in terms of the increase in the logarithmic rate of decrement of free oscillation of the main structure. The structural displacements range from 8 cm down to 0.25 cm. It is seen that, for large damping effect at small amplitude of structural vibration, it is necessary to tune the fundamental sloshing period of the liquid to the natural period of structure; hence the name Tuned Liquid Damper. Breaking of surface waves, which is dependent on structural vibration amplitude, appears to be a major mechanism of energy dissipation in the range of displacements considered. Also investigated are the effects of: ratio of liquid frequency to structure frequency; liquid viscosity; container bottom roughness; container roof height; ratio of liquid mass to structure mass; and container diameter.
INTRODUCTION
Relatively light, flexible, and weakly damped bridges, towers, building and other structures are increasing in number because of growing use of high-strength materials and welded joints. Structural vibrations then can create possible problems from the viewpoint of serviceability or even safety. Base isolation is one way to control such vibrations in case of ground motions'.
When vibration suppression is required, another option is to use mechanical dampersz. Tuned Mass Dampers (TMD) are a class of such devices for absorbing and dissipating vibration energy. TMD now finds practical application in bridges and buildings but not without problem areas of its own, such as sensitivity of device to external conditions, maintenance requirements, or unreliability of automatic activation.
This paper discusses a new type of so-called passive mechanical damper, named Tuned Liquid Damper (TLD) [ Fig. 1 ], which relies on motion of shallow liquid inside a rigid container, for absorbing and dissipating structural vibration energy. Dampers using liquid motion have been in use in space satellites and marine vessels [ Fig. 2] 3) -6). Modi and Sato' 8 were among the first to suggest their application to ground structures including buildings and towers. Some other recent studies may also be cited'o-z3) Growing interest in TLD is attributable to several potential advantages, including: low cost; easy installation especially in already existing structures which may otherwise have some space
problems; adaptability to temporary use; and few maintenance requirements.
Studies on liquid dampers so far indicate their effectiveness; but adequate mathematical modelling and clear explanation of mechanism are lacking. This paper presents data and insights from an extensive experiment designed to demonstrate the TLD's fundamental mechanism, with emphasis on parameters that the practicing engineer may have immediate interest in, e. g. ratio of liquid mass to mass of structure.
EXPERIMENT SET-UP AND PROCEDURE
A steel platform as shown schematically in Fig. 3 was designed to simulate a tall flexible tower or building, with a natural period of T5=1.98 sec (or frequency f=0.505
Hz), and [modal] mass ms ranging from 116 to 440 kg. The structural mass was large enough to keep the ratio of liquid mass to structural mass in the range usually acceptable for dampers, i. e. about 1%.
Unlike in past experiments that employed small models, large prototype-size cylinders with diameters of 40 and 60 cm, were used here as liquid containers, with a view to using multiple identical TLDs in massive actual structures.
The inside diameters were 38.9 and 58.9cm, respectively. With mass ratio, dimension, and vibration frequency thus made equal to those of prototype, it was possible to sidestep some dynamic fluid similarity requirements that would be difficult, if not impossible, to satisfy simultaneously. One such similarity requirement would be the similarity of ratio of liquid surface tension force to liquid inertia force.
The structure, i. e, platform, was essentially a single-degree-of-freedom system allowing only horizontal motion. It was given initial displacement while taking care that the liquid in the TLD was quiescent before the structure was released into free vibration. Both structural displacement and liquid surface height at one side of the TLD were pen-recorded and simultaneously stored as digitized data. Damping in the structure (either with or without TLD attached) was calculated as amplitudedependent locally-averaged logarithmic rate of decrement of oscillation amplitude, 5=(A) (An)=(1/4)ln (An-2/An+2) (1) where A0 is structural vibration amplitude for nth cycle; An-2 is amplitude two cycles before; and An+2 is amplitude two cycles after. Computerized processing was done on the digital displacement data; and continuous '-versus-A curve was fitted to the discrete points obtained by Eq. (1). Additional damping due to TLD was then calculated as a=4r-4s (2) where o is logarithmic decrement of structure alone (Fig. 4) ; and, is logarithmic decrement of structure with TLD attached. Thus additional damping z1 could be experimentally determined as function of structural vibration amplitude A. Fig, 5 (a) shows sample time histories of structural displacement without and with damper. In some cases with TLD attached, beating phenomenon was observed in the end-portion of the displacement record, i. e. at small amplitude of remaining vibration, as in the example shown in Fig. 5 (b) .
Additional damping Qo could not meaningfully be measured from such records. Beating or amplitude modulation during freevibration indicates that a large fraction of absorbed energy is transferred back from liquid to structure.
PARAMETERS UNDER EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In the experiment described above, the following parameters were varied, in order to demonstrate their effects on TLD mechanism and on additional damping, Qo:
Amplitude 
OBSERVED EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT PARAMETERS ON ADDITIONAL DAMPING as
Additional damping 4' is shown in Fig. 9 for selected cases.
(1) Effect of frequency tuning Each curve of d5 versus A in Fig. 9 corresponds to a different liquid depth h and, accordingly, different frequency ratio y. On the other hand, each curve of z6' versus y in Fig, 10 corresponds to a different amplitude A. One thing to be noted from Fig. 10 is that in most of the cases where additional damping is significant, the liquid in TLD is generally shallow, e. g, the ratio h/a is below 0. 1. Considering the liquid wave length, L, in an oscillating container to be twice the container diameter (or L=4a), the present ratios h/L<0.025 indicate that shallow water wave or long wave theory should be applied in wave analysis19 [Sect, 4. 1].
As these figures corresponding to q5=40 cm show, high additional damping d is obtainable when the frequency ratio is about y=1.0, which is the nominal tuning condition for the present system. The additional damping z5 at tuned condition is particularly high when the amplitude A is small. In fact when y =1.0, d5' exhibits strong dependence on A. In the case of 60-cm diameter TLD, it was observed that the highest ds was obtained when the nominal frequency ratio y was about 0.9 instead of 1.0.
On the other hand, additional damping d is rather low at frequency ratios that are very different from y=1.0. Indeed, for very high frequency ratio, say y>1.5, and accordingly deep liquid, little ds is attainable even as the mass ratio p is large. It should be pointed out that the high 4o mentioned above (y= 1.0) corresponds to a liquid mass that is only about 1% of structure. The condition of tuning seems unnecessary, however, for large amplitude A, where the same moderate additional damping d5' is obtained almost regardless of frequency ratio y. This may suggest the use of y that is much less than 1.0, to make the liquid mass ratio u accordingly lower. Still, y should be close to 1.0 if high Qt is to be obtained specially at small A; the name Tuned Liquid Damper is on account of this latter requirement.
As for the sensitivity of y or fL to errors or deviations in the liquid depth h, Fig. 8 shows that for given fL=fs the sensitivity to h is less when the cylinder is bigger, although the required h itself is deeper. This suggests that tuning may be more reliably accomplished with a relatively big cylinder.
(2) Effect of liquid viscosity In usual oil or viscous dampers it is preferable to use high-viscosity liquids. For TLD, Fig. 11 compares two liquids with the same density but different kinematic viscosities. It turns out that somewhat higher ds is obtained from the less viscous liquid when the frequency ratio y is about 1.0 or less; and there is no significant difference in do when the amplitude A is very large. It is noteworthy that lowerviscosity liquid yields higher additional damping around y=1 even though the viscous boundary layer is predicted to be thinner than that of high-viscosity liquid19 [Sect. 4.6] . (3) Effect of roughness of bottom of container The liquid in TLD being generally shallow, the bottom is the major contact surface and roughness here may affect the TLD's effectiveness, too. The rough bottom was made of semisphere as shown in Fig, 12 . The comparison in Fig, 13 shows that the value of peak d5 is only slightly affected by the roughness elements. Upon introduction of bottom roughness elements, the h (and accordingly the y) where peak d is attained is shifted up, indicating that a certain layer of liquid at the bottom is restrained and the effective depth is less than the actual h.
(4) Effect of gap between liquid and roof of container With a closed roof, it is possible for the liquid to hit it and dissipate energy in the process. At the same time, if the gap is small, liquid motion may be restrained and the original TLD mechanism may be suppressed. Fig. 14 demonstrates the effect of roof in a tuned case, showing that d has a peak at gap ratio 1.0<G/h<1.5 although the increase over the infinite-gap or no-roof case is not much. Instead, the indication is that it is wiser to provide a high roof and avoid restraining the liquid motion.
(5)
Effect of liquid mass ratio and number of dampers Fig, 15 shows the effect on Qa when, for the same TLD, the structural mass is halved from 232 kg to 116 kg and hence the liquid mass ratio u is doubled. For doubled mass ratio u, the additional damping Q, too, is increased by a factor of approximately 2 when the frequency ratio is about y=1.0 (It is uncertain whether the calculated ratios for y>1.5 are in fact smaller than 2; in this range of y, the individual 43' values themselves are very small and prone to errors).
Mass ratio could also be increased, for the same TLD configuration and same structural mass, by using multiple identical TLDs as done for Fig. 16 . This in fact may be the way of applying 40 or 60 cm diameter TLDs in prototype structures. it is seen that the larger TLD gives higher peak Fig, 18 compares one large TLD with five small ones, again showing that the peak a is higher for larger TLD, even as almost equal mass ratios correspond to these peaks. Thus for the present case it is indicated that, for the same mass ratio, the bigger TLD is more effective in producing large ds. It is not conclusive, however, that still bigger TLDs are better.
For given structural period (or frequency) and amplitude, there may be a size that gives an optimal effectiveness. This is further discussed below.
DISCUSSIONS
(1) Liquid motion and additional damping 387s B, M, PACHECO, P, CHAISERI and L, M, SUN As Fig. 9 illustrates, the additional damping Q due to the TLD depended very much on structural vibration amplitude A. It may be recalled that on account of the procedure adopted for the test, the effective motion of the cylinder was forced oscillation that is approximately sinusoidal with gradually decreasing amplitude. According to frequency and amplitude of such cylinder motion, the liquid motion was expected to vary ' 9) . In fact the type of liquid motion changed as the amplitude A changed during the free-vibration test, and liquid motion type could be correlated with Q.
The ds-vs-A curves of Fig. 9 were replotted in Fig. 19 , together with descriptions of liquid motion. The transition between types of motion could not be identified exactly, as the classification was done visually; but it was clear that Type f motion consistently corresponded to rather large d. Six types of liquid motion were visually identified Type j: two smooth waves travelling back and forth (b 60 cm only) Type II: one smooth wave travelling back and forth Type f: two waves travelling on half-circles along the wall Type similar to f but not as smooth Type V: wavy liquid surface moving only vertically Type VI: similar to V but smooth Wave height was also measured at a point near the container wall, on a diameter along the direction of structural motion. Fig. 20 shows two example wave records and their corresponding structural displacement records, corresponding to curves (3) and (4) in Fig, 9 or 19. These wave records provided a good estimate, even if the recorded positive peaks included some effect of splashing during type III motion, and even if very low wave troughs could not be recorded at all.
For the case shown in Fig. 20 (a) and curve (3) in Fig. 19 , inspection of the wave record showed that for A>0.25cm, the wave height H was greater than 1.2 cm which was the depth of liquid h in that TLD. Applying approximately a criterion commonly used in coastal hydrodynamics, wave breaking, with the associated turbulence at the wave crest, was to be expected when wave height H reached a value about equal to liquid depth h. Turbulence at the wave crest was indeed observed during the experiment, and it seems to indicate that wave breaking may have contributed to z5' for A>0.25 cm.
Wave breaking seems to have occurred not only in the above tuned case but even when frequency ratio was not y=1.0, e. g. curves (1), (2) and (4) in Fig. 19 , during vibration at very large amplitudes. The threshold wave height in the case of curve (4) and Fig. 20(b) was about H=1.8 cm, which matched the corresponding liquid depth h. For deep liquid corresponding to y>1.0, however, liquid motion tended to be smooth sloshing (Type VI) even for large amplitude A; and no significant do could be attained. For enhancing surface wave development and subsequent wave breaking, it may well be recalled from Sect. 4. (2) and Fig. 11 that, for given liquid density, low viscosity liquid was slightly more effective. From Sect. 4. (4) and Fig. 14 it was also learned that sufficient gap between liquid surface and container roof was favorable to the natural development and possible breaking of high waves. (2) Choosing the appropriate size of cylinder Section 4. (6) and Figs, 17 and 18 showed that, for the same liquid mass ratio, the bigger (60 cm) TLD was better since higher peak ao was produced.
The advantage of the bigger diameter, for given period of TLD oscillation, may be associated with the manner of liquid motion when it is Type f : two waves develop along half circles and hit together twice per cycle [Fig, 19] . Each time that the waves meet, the energy dessipated is proportional to the velocity of the converging waves. For given frequency of oscillation, this velocity is in turn proportional to the length of the half-circle arc that they traverse every half-cycle.
Other considerations may rule out the use of very large TLD, however. Fig. 21 illustrates that for tuning to given period (or given frequency), there is a wide range of possible cylinder sizes; each size q has its own corresponding required liquid depth h. The necessary relative liquid depth h/q is not constant, however; instead it increases rapidly in the range of large q. Very high h/q in very large TLD would not be very efficient, as some liquid near the bottom would tend to be immobile and ineffective. Relative advantage of having shallow liquid was also observed in the study by Welt2'. As for wave breaking, the deeper liquid would require a higher wave height H, hence a larger structural amplitude A, before energy dissipation by wave breaking could possibly start. For example, the 40 cm TLD at y=1.0 required about A=0.25 cm [Fig. 20] ; the 60 cm TLD required about A=0.5cm. There may be an optimal size of TLD for given structural period (or frequency) and amplitude of concern.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
An extensive free-oscillation experiment was performed in order to investigate the fundamental properties of Tuned Liquid Damper (TLD). The model was essentially a single-degree-of-freedom structure with attached TLD. The structural period was about 2 sec. The main findings are briefly summarized as follows.
(1 ) For the range of structural displacements considered in the experiment (A=0. 25 cm-8 cm), it appears that wave breaking is a prevalent mechanism of energy dissipation in TLD. Some TLD properties that were exhibited may be correlated with wave breaking. (2) Additional damping ds is highly dependent on amplitude of vibration A. (3) To attain large additional damping specially at small to moderate vibration amplitude, it is necessary to tune the liquid frequency to the natural frequency of the structure. This enhances energy absorption by the TLD, prior to possible energy dissipation by wave breaking. For very large amplitude, TLD is rather insensitive to tuning; but the additional damping itself is not so large.
(4)
High-viscosity liquid is not necessarily preferable as it may inhibit the development and breaking of high waves.
Making the cylinder bottom rough by attaching semispheres does not improve TLD effectiveness, when the energy dissipation occurs primarily on the free surface of the liquid as in wave breaking. (6) Closed roof has two counteracting effects : allow energy dissipation through impact of liquid, and restrain the development of high waves. The net effect differs only slightly from no-roof condition. A more reliable TLD design is to make the roof sufficiently high.
When liquid mass ratio is small and tuning parameter is approximately unity, the additional damping is practically linearly proportional to mass ratio or to number of identical TLDs. (8) For the given structural period of 2 sec, and within the range of parameters considered in the experiment, the larger TLD is more effective. However, because of changing liquid condition from shallow 389s to deep as TLD size is increased, for given frequency and amplitude of structure there may be a cylinder diameter that produces optimal amount of additional damping. The subject of optimal TLD size requires further investigation.
Forced harmonic tests at different displacement amplitudes will be useful in verifying the amplitudedependent additional damping 4 that has been defined in this study. As for developing a simple mechanical model for the TLD itself, which may then be interfaced and used in the analysis of complicated structure, a more straightforward experiment would be to measure the interface force between TLD and structure14>.15
The mass, stiffness, and damping elements of the mechanical model would then be easier to identify although these are expected to depend on displacement amplitude.
Further study is also needed for comparing the present TLD with other shapes, e. g. doughnut-shape7, rectangular10', and spherical7, or with dampers completely filled with two immiscible liquids'8. Further experiments in a set-up similar to the one described here, but using other sizes of circular cylinder and also other shapes of container, have shown that simple empirical formulas may be obtained for amplitude-dependent energy dissipation per cycle in TLD regardless of container shape and size22. Such formulas may be conveniently used in designing practical TLDs for structures with period of approximately 2 sec and with low structural damping.
